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N 9 5 9 9
To: Bruce Gucnthcr
Subjccu C.,mss-ca_on survey Cv'].SH'_) / ,7/_ _7/
Attached her_ is a summary of the VIS_ survey I conducted this past summer.
Included is 1) a smtcrncnt of the preferred cross-calibration approach, as endorsed by select
members of the VISNIR group, 2) two vugraphs which su .m:rnarizc thcwavclcngth and
ficlds-of-vicw of the various instruments, and 3) a listing ot mcsc same aata, as gavcn oy
the respective calibration representatives in the survey responses. The group would like to
wait until payload selection before talcing any further actions.
Thc Cross-Calibration Goal write-up was extracted from a June 6, 1991 memo from
Frank Palluconi which expressed the consensus of the U.S. Aster Team members (A.















The EOSProject is fundamenr_ly commked to the acquisition of data which can be
reduced to geophysical data products of high and known accuracy.
One possible method of insuring the primary dam products are of known accuracy is to
use the instruments themselves against _e same sources to provide an independent check
that a common understanding of accuracyexis__ _r_ __ =_........
The goal then of the radiometric "Cross'Calibration" at the integrator facility (GE)
would be to convincingly establish as late _ feasible in the Integration and Test (I&T) cy¢].e
that, when stimulated with common sources, the appr0priat¢ EOS instrument
measurements agree wi_ their previously established accuracy estimates across a useful
radiance range, accounting for _e additional unce_ty associated with the unique
properties of the test set-up itself,
We do not consider that the instrumentor "Cross-Calibration" constitutes a rep_cemen_t
for the radiornetric calibration Completed at theinStrument builders before shipment to GE.
If a disagreement is found between instruments, it should be part of the "Cross-
Calibration" plan to resolve this disagreement, but should not be the plan,_, intention _at
data developed in "Cross-Calibration" at GE replace the previous _s _trkmaent radiomewic
calibration.
Likewise, we recognize that instrument to instrument agreement before launch does
not insure agreement after launch. It is recommended, therefore, that emphasis be Placed
upon cross-calibration post launch, since it is the in-flight insu-ument accuracy which is of
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R.ad/orne_c calibration: 1-2% r _


















_omctric calibration:4% V'NIR & S_

























































Radiometric calibration: 1% (shol-mmv¢); 0.5% (total)
Entrance apema_: <0.15 cm
IFOV: 1.12 x 2.8 °






Radiometric calibration: 5%; Goal: 3%
Entrance aperture: 6.5 cm





































IFOV: 29.40(A),23.80('B),18.4o(C),14.4° (D) -/-e,r_ o 4
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Radiometric calibration: 5% (r_la_vctoNIST)
Entrance ap_nn_: 3.4 cm
IFOV: 0.0894 °
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